One Day Workshop FAQs
1. What is the cost of the workshop? $375.00 per student plus the cost of
travel for the instructor to include hotel and gas. Payment is made upon
reservation and confirmation of the workshop or within two weeks of
confirmation and invoicing.
2. If I only have three students, how much is the cost? There is a 6 student
minimum.
3. What is covered in the one day workshop? About 80% of the two day
workshop will be covered. Patient Safety, Cast removal, Short arm, Thumb
Spica, Long arm and Ulnar gutter. Lower extremity (short leg) is not usually
covered, but can be added if one upper extremity cast is removed..
4. What times are the workshops? The workshops are held on Saturday and
usually run from 9AM to 4:30PM. We can cover more information because
these workshops are limited in size to only 10 attendees.
5. Whose supplies do you use? We use your supplies. Your practice is
responsible for supplying all casting consumables and cast cutters. We will
coordinate what supplies you need to order.
6. Is the workshop continuing education approved? Yes. The workshop is preapproved for 7 hours for Physicians Assistants, RN’s, NP’s, LPN’s, MA’s,
Radiologic Technologists and Athletic Trainers. Athletic Trainers can earn
all 50 of their required CE by completing the various distance learning
modules and the OPE exam included with the workshop. All others can take
the ROT exam included with the workshop.
7. How do I set up a workshop? Just email Charles Barocas at
asop.charles@gmail.com. Include your full practice address, number of
attendees and future dates you would like to hold the workshop.

ALL WORKSHOP ATTENDEES RECEIVE
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

One year membership in ASOP
Access to casting, videos, orthopedic manuals and zooms
The ROT certification exam. OPE exam for ATC.
Continuing education. Up to 50 hours for ATC
Discounts in the ASOP Store

